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Abstract 

The t -delayed proton and y-ray emission of 37Ca and 36Ca was studied at the projectile 
fragment separator at GSI Darmstadt. In the 37Ca study, the ,8-delayed 31 decay was observed for 
the first time, and the half-life was redetermined, under essentially background-free conditions, 
as 181.1 + 1.0 ms. The surprisingly high F r / F  p values found for proton-unbound states in 
37K drastically reduce former discrepancies between the Gamow-TeHer strength values B(GT) 
measured in the 37Ca ,8 decay and those deduced from the 3~Cl(p,n)37Ar mirror reaction. Our 
data provide evidence, on a level of 1.6 standard deviations, for isospin-mixing of the lowest 
T = 3/2 level in 37K. In the 36Ca study, a complete ,8 decay scheme, including the ,8-delayed 
proton emission into the ground and first excited states of 35Ar as well as the t-delayed ~, decay, 
was measured for the first time. The 36Ca half-life was remeasured with improved accuracy to be 
102 -4- 2 ms. Our data exclude a 1 + assignment for two near-threshold states in 36K that could be 
important resonances in 35Ar(p,y) reactions of astrophysical interest. The B(GT) distributions in 
37'36Ca decays are compared to results obtained from large-scale sd shell-model calculations. 
© 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 

The Gamow-Teller (GT) transition strength B(GT) that determines part of the de- 
cay rate in nuclear fl decay is generally found to be significantly overestimated by 
shell-model predictions. For example, the B(GT) values obtained from ( 2 s l d )  n shell- 
model wavefunctions are in much better agreement with the experimental data if the 
"free-nucleon" GT operator is scaled by a factor of approximately 0.7 ("effective" op- 
erator) [ 1 ]. This effect, commonly referred to as the "quenching" of the GT strength, 
is ascribed mainly to two rather different effects that are omitted in conventional shell- 
model calculations - higher-order configurations neglected in the limited model space 
and subnucleonic degrees of freedom [2]. To make a decisive test of the quenching 
mechanism, one needs to find where the "missing strength" is located. 

During the last few years improvements in experimental techniques have permitted 
detailed studies of the/3 decays of very proton-rich nuclei [3]. Characterized by high 
energy releases, these decays reveal the GT strength function for transitions covering 
a large range of excitation energies in the daughter nuclei. They therefore provide 
opportunities for stringent tests of shell-model calculations. The proton-rich side of the 
nuclear chart, as exemplified by 37Ca and 36Ca decays, is better suited for such studies 
than is the neutron-rich side, because high-resolution work is easier when the delayed 
heavy particles are protons and alphas rather than neutrons. 

The decays of 37Ca (OEc = 11639(22) keV [4]) and 36Ca (QEc = 10990(40) 
keV [4] ) also provide opportunities to compare, over a very wide range of excitation 
energies,/3 decay B(GT) strengths to the corresponding B(GT) distributions extracted 
from forward-angle (p,n) reactions on the N = 20 mirror nuclei. Under the assumption 
of isospin symmetry, the B(GT) distribution for 37Ca/3 decay and that inferred from 
37Cl(p,n)37Ar should be identical, as should those extracted from 36Ca /3 decay and 
inferred from 36S(p,n)36C1. The A = 37 B(GT) function is also of astrophysical interest 
since it determines the neutrino-capture rate of 37C1. This cross-section is needed for 
calibrating the solar-neutrino flux by measured by the 37C1 detector [5]. Finally, the 
study of the/3 decay of 36Ca can give information about the properties of near-threshold 
states in 36K that could be resonances in the astrophysically important 35Ar(p,y)36K 

reaction. 
A previous high-resolution study of the /3-delayed proton emission of 37Ca [6] 

gave B(GT) values that differed significantly from those extracted in a 37Cl(p,n)37Ar 
study [7]. These discrepancies were too large to be ascribed to isospin asymmetries 
alone [ 8]. A subsequent 37Cl(p,n) study with higher resolution and polarization transfer 
information [9] reduced part of the discrepancy by finding additional GT strength in 
the vicinity of the analog transition. Later, investigations of the 4°Ca(p,ot)37K [ 10] 
and 36Ar(p,y)37K [ 11 ] reactions showed that some proton-unbound states in 37K have 
significant probabilities for decaying via y-ray emission. Therefore part of the B(GT) 
asymmetries claimed for the A = 37 system might have originated from an incorrect 
assumption [6] - that all proton-unbound daughter states in 37Ca/3 decay had F = Fp. 
In the case of 36Ca, a previous study of its /3 decay [ 12] yielded only an estimate 
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of 100 ms for the half-life and a value of 4258(24) keV for the excitation energy of 
the isobaric analog state (IAS) in 36K that was remeasured recently to be 4289(8) 
keV [ 13]. 

In order to clarify the discrepancies between the A = 37 GT strengths determined 
by previous experiments and to shed more light on the quenching of GT strength, we 
reinvestigated the decay of 37'36Ca, observing both the t-delayed proton emission (tip) 
into the ground and excited states of 36'35Ar as well as the t-delayed y decay (fly) of 
37.36Ca" 

After a description of the experimental techniques in the next section, the experi- 
mental data will be presented in Section 3. Section 4 contains the discussion of the 
results, including a comparison of the measured B(GT) functions with recent shell- 
model calculations, summary and outlook are given in Section 5. Preliminary results of 
this work have already been given in Refs. [ 14,15] while part of the final data was 
presented briefly in Refs. [ 16-20]. This report gives a more detailed description of the 
experimental procedures as well as of the physics aspects. 

2. Experimental techniques 

The experiment used the projectile fragment separator FRS [21] at GSI Darmstadt. 
Secondary beams of 37Ca and 36Ca were produced in separate experiments by frag- 
mentation reactions of a 300 A MeV 4°Ca beam impinging on a 1 g/cm 2 9Be target. 
A shaped aluminum degrader mounted in the intermediate focal plane of the FRS im- 
proved the Bp  selection of the four dipoles [22] (see Fig. la). The isotopes transmitted 
to the final focus of the FRS and implanted into a silicon counter were identified by 
their energy loss (dE) and time-of-flight (TOF) [23]. The TOF signal was obtained 
from two scintillation detectors mounted at the intermediate and final foci of the FRS 
while the A E  signal was measured in a MUSIC detector (MUlti-Sampling Ionisation 
Chamber) [24] positioned at the final focus. This location also contained two MWPC 
detectors (Multi-Wire Proportional Chamber) [25] that gave the implantation profile 
perpendicular to the beam direction [26], slits in front of the spectroscopy setup, and 
various aluminum degraders that allowed us to shift the implantation depth of the nuclei 
inside the silicon detectors (see Fig. lb). 

In two subsequent settings of the FRS, beams of about 30 37Ca atoms/s and 1 36Ca 
atom/4s were implanted into a 30 mm x 30 mm × 500/zm silicon counter (implan- 
tation detector). This detector was positioned between two silicon counters of similar 
dimensions for detecting t-rays (t-detectors), while two large-volume germanium de- 
tectors registered y-rays emitted by the implanted nuclei (see Fig. lc). 

The aluminum degrader was adjusted to give a very narrow 37,36Ca implantation 
profile along the beam direction (FWHM m 100 /zm, see Fig. 2) that was centered 
around an implantation depth of 250 am. This assured that protons with energies up 
to about 4 MeV were fully stopped in the implantation detector, while higher-energy 
protons deposited sufficient energy to produce clear lines in the 36Ca t P  spectrum. The 
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Fig. I. Experimental setup, (a) overview of the projectile fragment separator FRS at GSI, (b) instrumentation 
at the finM focus of the FRS, (c) detectors for decay spectroscopy. 

narrow profile allowed us to trigger with essentiMly I00% efficiency on events where 

T-rays were emitted by the implanted activity; this was done using the energy loss of the 
coincident B-rays recorded in the implantation detector. Hence, only T-rays originating 
from nuclei decaying inside the implantation detector were measured and the room 
background was suppressed efficiently. 

The FRS setting for the 37Ca experiment gave a secondary beam at the final focus 
containing 82.3% 37Ca along with the isotonic contaminants 36K (16.4%) and 35Ar 

(1.3%), A similar beam composition was obtained for the tuning on 36Ca, the impurities 
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Fig. 2. Measured range distribution of the 37Ca atoms in the implantation detector. The width (FWHM) of 
the Ganssian curve is approximately 100/.tm. The figure does not show the full statistics obtained in the 
experiment. 
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Fig. 3. Energy-loss distribution of transmitted atoms, measured by the MUSIC detector for the FRS setting 
on 37Ca. The figure does not show the full statistics obtained in the experiment. 

being 35K and 34Ar in that case. The zlE signal of the MUSIC chamber was sufficient 

to identify the isotopes implanted into the implantation detector as shown for the setting 
on 37Ca in Fig. 3. 

The numbers of implanted 37'36Ca atoms N(37'36Ca), needed for normalizing the decay 

rates, were determined by two independent methods: (i) from the number of identified 
37'36Ca a toms corrected for losses due to secondary reactions in the stopping process 
(11(1)% for 37Ca, 11(2)% for 36Ca [26,27]), and (ii) by counting all subsequent 
37'36Ca positron decay events. The second method, which will be explained here for 
the case of 37Ca, is based on the fact that each decay of 37Ca, its daughter 37K, 
and the implanted contaminants 36K and 35Ar is accompanied by the emission of a 
positron and partially also a proton. It is thus possible to obtain the number of 37Ca 
atoms, that disintegrated in the implantation detector, from the total number of decay 
events measured in this detector. This evaluation makes use of the relative intensities of 
implan ted  37Ca, 36K and 35Ar atoms, obtained from the MUSIC spectrum (Fig. 3), and 
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implies the following assumptions: 
(i) The flp decay of 37Ca leads to the stable isotope 36At while all other 37Ca decay 

events are followed by a subsequent 37K/3 decay. 
(ii) 37At, the daughter of 37K, is not considered because of its pure electron-capture 

decay (QEc =813.5(3)keV [4]). 
(iii) Electron-capture contributions are negligible for the /3 decays of 37Ca, 36K and 

35At, which are either dominated by positron emission due to Q-value argu- 
ments [28] or followed by charge-particle emission. 

(iv) /3 decay of secondary reaction products is neglected since they are stopped well 
downstream of the implantation detector (for details see Ref. [26] ). 

The two values determined by method (i) and (ii) for N(37Ca) agree to better than 1%. 
The same is true for N(36Ca). The total numbers of atoms implanted in our experiment 
were 2.6 × 106 and 2.8 x 104 for 37Ca and 36Ca, respectively. 

The energy resolution of the tip spectrum in the implantation detector was very 
poor because the continuously distributed energy loss of the coincident fl-ray was 
added to each proton signal. Therefore, the flp energy calibration and the flp decay 
intensities for 3VCa were determined by comparing the flp spectrum from this work 
with the high-resolution data [6]. The flp energy calibration in the 36Ca measure- 
ment was based on a-calibration sources and the flp spectrum of the 37Ca experiment. 
The latter procedure took advantage of the fact that the 37Ca and 36Ca /3 decay en- 
ergy releases (see above) and proton separation energies (Sp(36K) = 1666(8) keV, 
Sp(37K) = 1857.77(09) keV [4]) are similar. Because the implantation profiles were 
practically the same for 37Ca and 36Ca, the line shifts due to summing of the fl-ray 
energy loss with proton energy were almost equal. Furthermore, the difference of the 
line shifts due to pulse-height defects of the recoil atoms (35At, 36Ar) in the decays of 
36Ca and 37Ca was negligible [29,30]. 

To determine the fly decay rates, a precise calibration of the y-efficiency was carried 
out using a calibrated 56Co source. The spatial distribution of this source corresponded 
to the implantation profile perpendicular to the beam direction deduced from the MWPC 
spectra during the experiment [26]. Since almost every y-ray emitted from 56Co is part 
of a y-cascade [ 31], a correction for cascade summing effects, which was important 
in our high-efficiency detection setup, was made [26]. The detection geometry also 
required a correction for losses in the photopeaks of f/y-lines due to summation with/3- 
rays or 511 keV annihilation radiation [26]. It was found that these effects diminished 
the intensity of the y-lines by 10-20%, depending on the corresponding fl-endpoint 
energy. 

For the half-life determinations, we used proton spectra accumulated in a pulsed 
beam-mode; 0.5 s (0.2 s) beam on, 2.5 s beam off for 37Ca (36Ca). The time of each 
decay event was recorded with a high-precision clock. Only the beam-off data were used 
for these measurements. To insure that the measured time spectra were free of fl-ray 
energy loss signals from the decay of contaminants or daughter nuclei, we required 
a coincidence with one of the fl-detectors. This reduced the fl-ray energy loss (see 
below). This coincidence condition allowed us to trigger only on protons with energies 
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above 3 MeV and 2.5 MeV for 3 7 C a  and 3 6 C a ,  respectively. These originated mainly 
from the Fermi /3 decay, and gave very clean, essentially background-free time spectra. 
A time-dependent correction for dead-time effects, extracted from a randomly distributed 
pulser, was included in the half-life analysis for 37Ca [26]. The maximum dead-time 
loss, which occurred at the beginning of the beam-off period, was about 20%. Fig. 4 
shows our lifetime data; the 37Ca half-life was determined to be T1/2 = 181 (1) ms, 
which is two standard-deviations longer than the previously accepted result [32]. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Results for 37Ca 

3.1.1. fl-delayed y and proton decay of 37Ca 

Fig. 5 shows the y-ray spectrum observed for 37Ca. The y-deexcitation of the first 
three excited states of 37K at 1370.9(2), 2750.4(2), and 3239.3(2) keV, fed in allowed 
/3 decay of 37Ca with fly-branching ratios of 2.1 ( 1 ), 2.8 ( 1 ), and 4.8 (2)%, respectively, 
was observed for the first time in our experiment. In evaluating the/3 decay feeding of the 
2750 keV level, we took into account the known [32] y-deexcitation pattern of this state. 
The 36Ar y-rays [ 32] originated mainly from the/3 decay of the implanted contaminant 
36K, but also from the flp decay of 37Ca into excited states of 36Ar [6]. We observed 
that the 3239.3 keV state was fed with a total /3 decay branching ratio of 5.1(2)% 
corresponding to a log f t  value of 4.85(2), which indicates an allowed transition. We 

5 + 7 + . therefore identify this level, previously reported as (J~" = ~ ,~ ) [32], as the analog 
5+ of the J~ = ~ state at 3171.3 keV in 3TAr [32]. A subsequent experiment using NaI 

detectors [33], found fly decay branching ratios of 1.5(4), 3.6(8), and 4.4(6)% for 
the states at ! 370.9, 2750.4, and 3239.3 keV, respectively. 

Fig. 6 shows the proton spectrum measured in the implantation detector. Spectrum 
a) shows the raw spectrum while spectrum b) was accumulated in coincidence with a 
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Fig. 6. Proton spectrum from 37Ca decay, measured by the implantation detector; (a) raw spectrum, (b) 
spectrum in coincidence with a fl-ray detected in the downstream/3-detector, (c) same as (b) but with an 
additional condition on a small/3-ray energy deposit (zlE# ~< 450 keV) in the downstream fl-detector (see 
text). 

f l-ray energy-loss signal in the downstream fl-detector. This condition selected short fl 

flight paths in the implantation detector and reduced the summing effects in the proton 

line shape. In spectrum c) the resolution was further improved by requiring a small 

f l-ray energy deposit  (zlE# ~< 450 keV) in the downstream detector which exploited 

the smooth behaviour of  the energy-loss characteristics of  high-energy fl-rays [34] .  As 

can be clearly seen in Fig. 6, the different coincidence conditions allowed us to separate 

proton lines that were not resolved in the raw spectrum. This technique was also used 

in determining the f l  decay scheme of  36Ca (see below).  

The /~ decay scheme of  37Ca is shown in Fig. 7. The reduced fl decay transition 

strengths were determined using the relation 
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where B(F) is the Fermi strength, ga/gv  = -1.262, K = 6127(9) s [35], and El, ti and 
f ( E i )  are the fl-endpoint energy, the partial half-life and the phase-space factor [36], 
respectively, of a fl-transition to the ith daughter level. Table 2 compares the low-energy 
part of our 37Ca B(GT) distribution to previous values from tip decay [6], recent/37 
decay data [33] (in combination with the results from Ref. [6]), and 37Cl(p,n)37Ar 
reactions [7,9,33]. Our B(GT) value of 0.0301 (13) for the ground-state transition has 
been obtained from l~s = 1 - ~ i  I~, Its and I~ being the decay branching ratios to the 
ground state and the level i in 37K, respectively. This B(GT) agrees very well with that 
of the 37Ar(EC)37CI mirror transition (0.0303(8) [1] ). Table 2 shows that including 
the fly-rates dramatically changes the low-energy/3 decay B(GT) distribution compared 
to that obtained [6] from/3p data alone. 
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Table 1 
Decay widths and lifetimes of excited states in 37K and 3TAr 

Ex (37K)/keV Fp(37K)/eV Fr (37K)/eV r(37K)/fs F(37Ar)/eV [32] 

2750.4 0.20(3) 0.11 (2) 2.2(2) 0.033(10) 
3239.3 2.1(6)×10 -4 4.6(1.2)×10 -3 140(40) 8(1))<10 -3 

3.1.2. Lifetimes and decay widths of excited states in 37K 
Combining the fly and tip intensities measured in this work, we obtain Fy/Fp = 

0.54(3) for the state at 2750.4 keV and Fr/Fp = 22(2) for the 3239.3 keV state. The 
latter value is surprisingly high; y-deexcitation of proton-unbound states is expected to 
compete significantly with proton-emission only for excitation energies near the particle 
threshold [37] (Sp(37K) = 1857.77(09) keV [32] ). Calculations based on the universal 
sd-shell hamiltonian [ 1] (USD) can account for this effect at least qualitatively by 

5 + describing the J~ = 7 states at 2750.4 and 3239.3 keV as mixtures of the two original 
USD states [38]. It is possible to explain this mixing by a small adjustment within the 
uncertainty of the applied residual interaction [ 39 ]. With the known resonance strengths 
wy of the 36Ar(p,T)37K reaction of 0.208(30) eV [32] and 0.60(15) meV [ 11 ] for the 

states at 2750.4 keV and 3239.3 keV, respectively, and our measured values for Fr/Fp 
we can deduce the partial widths and the corresponding mean lifetimes (see Table 1) 
using 

( 2 2 +  1) FpFe 
wy= (2jp + 1)(2jt + 1) (Fp + Fr)  ' 

where J, jp and Jt represent the spin of the resonance (i.e. the excited state in 37K) of 
the projectile and of the target nucleus, respectively. As can be seen from Table 1, the 
large Fr/I'p value of the 3239 keV state is mainly due to its strongly retarded proton 
decay. Our mean lifetime for the 2750.4 keV state, ~" = 2.2(2) fs, is consistent with 
the previous [32] upper limit r < 3 fs, while our partial y decay widths I'7 differ 
considerably from the known widths of the mirror states in 3TAr [32] (these states are 
particle-bound and have F = F~). 

3.1.3. Comparison with the ~zCl(p,n)~ZAr reaction 
Our improved 37Ca B(GT)  distribution in Table 2 agrees better with the (p,n) data 

of Rapaport et al. [7] than does earlier work based solely on/3p spectra. Table 2 also 
compares our data to preliminary results of a more recent (p,n) measurement [33] that 
was normalized so that the 37Cl(p,n)37Ar ground-state transition had the B(GT) value 
inferred from the 37Ar(EC)37C1 electron capture rate. We find good agreement of the 
B(GT) values for the transitions into the first excited state, but significant (up to a 
factor of 5) differences exist for the 37K states at 2750.4, 3239.3 keV and 3840.2 keV. 

These discrepancies are not necessarily surprising. A recent high-sensitivity study of 
GT strength in 38Ca/3 decay agreed at the ±20% level with the results extracted from 
the 38Ar(p,n)38K mirror transitions [40]. However, the transitions showing the good 
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Table 2 
B(GT) strength at low excitation energies in 37K. The values taken from [6,33,9] were divided by (ga/gv) 2 = 
( 1.262) 2 because of a different definition of B(GT) in these references 

Ex(37K)/MeV ~ decay ~ decay fl decay (p,n) (p,n) a 
(this work) [6] [331 [71 [9,331 

0.0 0.0301(13) b 0.034(7) 
1.3709 0.0079(4) 0.046(6) b 0.0058(16) < 0 . 0 0 9  0.0088(6) 
2.7504 0.064(2) 0.042(3) 0.075(6) 0.0440(13) 
3.2393 0.055(3) 0 .0024(6)  0.051(10) 0.080(3) 
3.6222 0 .0458(13)  0 .047(3 )  0.047(3) 0.036(2) 
3.8402 0.058(2) 0.059(3) 0.059(3) 0.0119(6) 

2-4 0.223(4) 0.151(5) 0.233(13) 0.23(4) 

a Preliminary values (see text). 
b Deduced from intensity balance (see text). 

agreement were all quite strong compared to the discrepant ones in A = 37. The weak 

lowest-lying transition in the A = 38 case had a fl decay B(GT)  value which was a 

factor of  6 larger than that deduced from the (p,n) reaction. It was pointed out [41] 

that the B ( G T ) p n / B ( G T ) ~  ratio could be different for spin-flip (d3/2 ~ du2)  and 

non-spin-flip (for example Pl/2 ~ Pl/e or d3/2 ~ d3/2) transitions. This was modeled 
phenomenologically by adding an effective AL = 2, AJ = 1 operator, [Y(2)®o-] (1)~.. This 

AL = 2 operator can account for the enhancement of the Pl/2 --* Pl/2 and d3/2 --~ d3/2 

transitions [41] as well as the factor of 6 discrepancy found for A = 38 [40]. One 

might expect that AL = 2 contributions to the (p,n) cross-section could affect the 

inferred B(GT)  values in A = 37 as well, expecially for the weak low-lying states of 

Table 2. Therefore, a calibration of the B(GT)pn function to the ground state transition 

might not be adequate. Less importantly, one should not necessarily expect the same 

accuracy in the A = 37 case because in the A = 38 comparison, the /3 decay and 
(p,n) transitions fed the same final states (38K levels in both cases). Hence, we cannot 

conclusively decide whether the remaining discrepancies between the 37Ca/3 decay data 
and the 37Cl(p,n)37Ar results are inherent in the (p,n) reaction mechanism or whether 
they originate from "real" isospin asymmetries. 

3.1.4. Isospin mixing in 37K 

For the transition into the IAS at 5050.6 keV [6], we obtain (B(F)  + B(GT))IAS = 
2.98(7) while the transition into the j r  = (23_, ~)+ level at 5016.1 keV [6], i.e. only 

34.5 keV below the IAS, has (B(F)  + B(GT))5016 = 0.123(4). It is thus possible 
that the 5016 keV state is significantly fed by Fermi decay. This conclusion takes into 

account (i) the model-independent value B(F)total = 3, (ii) that y-deexcitation of the 
IAS has been found to be negligible [6], and (iii) that USD calculations [1] predict 

B(GT)IAS = 0.I0. We estimate the uncertainly in the shell-model prediction from the 
agreement of  the predicted B ( G T ) ' s  of the analog T = 1/2 ground-state to ground-state 
transitions in A = 35, 37, and 39. As these agree with the data to within 19 zk 5%, 
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Table 3 
Solar neutrino cross-sections tr for the 37C1 detector. Depicted are only the values for those neutrino sources 
whose detection is affected by transitions into excited states of  37At. All values are given in units of 10 -42 
cm 2 

O"fldccay a'~Xccay O'standard 
Neutrino source (this work) [ 6 ] [ 44,45 ] 

8B ---* 8Be* + e + + v 1.09(3) 1.09(3) 1.06(10) 
3He + p ---* 4He + e + + v 4.23(10) 4.26(15) 3.9 

1 ± 3% and 16 + 1%, respectively, we assume the "theoretical error bar" on B(GT)IAS 
is 10.02. Accordingly, we conclude that there is evidence, on a level of 1.6 standard 
deviations, that the decay of 37Ca to the 5016 keV state in 37K contains at least some 
isospin-forbidden Fermi strength. Shell-model calculations [42,43] of isospin-forbidden 
Fermi decays, which do a reasonable job of reproducing the seven experimentally known 

3 + isospin-mixing matrix elements in the sd shell, predict a j,r = ~ state near the IAS, 

which is connected to the IAS by an isospin-mixing matrix element of 5.5 keV. If 
correct, these calculations would imply that the 13 decay strength to 5016 keV level 
arises predominantly from its admixture with the IAS. 

3.1.5. Neutrino capture cross - sec t ion  of 37Cl 
We used the B(GT)  + B(F)  values from this work to determine the neutrino capture 

cross-section or(37CI). In this context, it might be argued that phase-space limitations 
hinder the accurate extraction of the B(GT) function at high excitation energies. How- 
ever, the B(GT) for the strong transition seen at Ex = 7.65 MeV in the (p,n) experi- 
ment [7] is quantitatively reproduced by the sum of the/3 decay B(GT) values in this 
region. The neighbouring peak in the (p,n) data at 9.65 MeV is beyond the threshold 
where 37mr becomes effectively unbound against a-emission (i.e. F ~ F~). Since the 

detection of the neutrino flux by means of the 37C1 detector is based on counting the 
produced 3TAr atoms [5], 37Ar(e+v,~)33S break-up reactions do not contribute to the 

measured events. Additionally, due to phase-space arguments the influence of possibly 
unobserved B(GT)  strength at high excitation energies on or(37C1) is very small [44]. 
In our calculations for tr(37C1), we took the 37Ar excitation energies in case of known 
isobaric correspondences [32] and the excitation energies in 37K for the remaining 
states. In the latter case, we assumed the mean deviation between the mirror states as 
the uncertainty of the excitation energies. For the neutrino capture into the ground state 
of 37At the B(GT)  value of the 3 7 A r ( E C ) 3 7 C 1  decay was used. 

The dominant part of the predicted solar-neutrino capture rate for the 37C1 detector 
is ascribed to those neutrinos originating in the SB decay. The corresponding neutrino 
spectrum was taken from Ref. [45]. The 37C1 capture cross-section for the SB neutrinos 
was calculated by folding this spectrum with the energy-dependent cross-section. Cor- 
respondingly, we obtained tr(37C1) for the detection of the neutrinos originating in the 
3He(p,e+v)4He reaction by using the neutrino spectrum given in Ref. [44]. For the 8B 
cross-section, our result agrees with that obtained previously [6] (see Table 3). This is 
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Fig. 8. "y-spectrum from 36Ca decay, measured in coincidence with B-rays in the implantation detector. The 
dominant lines are labeled by the nuclides in which the transitions occur. The 35At "y-rays originate from the 
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Fig. 9. Proton spectrum from 36Ca decay, measured by the implantation detector. The inset shows part of the 
spectrum obtained under the condition of a small B-ray energy deposit (4E B ~ 500 keV) in the downstream 
B-detector (see text). 

due to the fact that our experiment reveals more transition strength for the states at low 
excitation energies but less  at higher excitation energies. Moreover, the o-(37C1) result 
obtained in this work agrees very well with the standard value given in Ref. [44].  Thus 
the origin of the discrepancies between the solar neutrino flux predicted by standard 
model calculations [44] and the value measured with the 37C1 detector remains still an 
open question. 

3.2. Results for 36Ca 

Fig. 8 shows the "),-spectrum observed for 36Ca decay. We were able to identify 
two strong fly-transitions into proton-bound states of 36K with excitation energies of 
1 112.8(4) and 1619.0(2) keV while no T-deexcitation of proton-unbound levels was 
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Fig. 10. 36Ca decay time distribution obtained from its /3-delayed proton emission. The curve fitted to the 
data yields a half-life of 102 -I- 2 ms. 

observed. As in the case of 37Ca, the 35At line originated from the decay of the 
implanted contaminant 35K as well as from the/3p decay of 36Ca to the first excited 
state of 35Ar (see below). Six transitions to proton-unbound levels in 36K located at 
3370 (29), 4286 (8),  4457 (33), 4687 (37), 5947 (47), and 6798 (71 ) keV were identified 
in the/3p spectrum (Fig. 9). The weak/3p decays of 36Ca into the 36K states at 4457 

and 4687 keV can be clearly separated from the /3p line originating from the Fermi 
decay by requiring a small /3-ray energy loss (/tE~ ~< 500 keV) in one of the /3- 
detectors (see inset in Fig. 9). The energies for the 3370(29) keV state and the IAS 
at 4286(8) keV are weighted means of our values of 3390(41) and 4287(39) keV and 
the literature data of 3350(40) and 4258(24), 4289(8) keV, respectively [32,12,13]. 
The weak proton line at Ep ,.~ 1.37 MeV was identified as the decay of the IAS in 36K 

to the first excited state of 35Ar (Ex = 1184.2(4) keV). This identification is based on 
the following considerations: (i) the difference of the energies of the two corresponding 
proton lines is consistent with this assumption; (ii) our rate for this y-line is 2.50- above 
the experimental value for the 35K/3 decay [32] while taking into account the feeding 
of this state via the decay of the IAS in 36K leads to a value consistent with [32] ; (iii) 
the proton spectrum coincident with the 35Ar y line shows, in addition to fl-ray energy 
loss signals, a few events at proton energies of about 1.37 MeV. Accordingly, from the 

line intensities in the tip spectrum a value of Fp~/Fpo = 0.03(1) was extracted, P0 
and Pl being the proton decays of the IAS into the 35Ar ground and first excited state, 
respectively. For the 36Ca half-life a value of 102(2) ms was extracted (see Fig. 10). 
The complete/3 decay scheme of 36Ca obtained from our work is displayed in Fig. 11. 

The excitation energies, log ft values and the B(GT) function measured in this work 
are shown in Table 4. The log f t  values allow to identify all transitions, except for 
the Fermi decay, as allowed GT decays, resulting in a J~ = 1 ÷ assignment for the 
corresponding final states in 36K. For the pure Fermi decay of 36Ca into the IAS in 
36K we obtain B(F)  = 4.05(13) which is consistent with the model-independent value 

B ( F ) = ( Z - N )  = 4  [1]. 
Comparing our J~ assignment with those of the known levels of the mirror nucleus 
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Table 4 
Excitation energy, logftand B(GT) values for the 36Carl decay, measured in this work 

Ex (36K)/keV logft B(GT) 

1112.8(4) 4.56(6) 0.11(2) 
1619.0(2) 4.08(5) 0.32(4) 
3370(29) 4.02(3) 0.36(2) 
4286(8) 3.18(2) 
4457(33) 4.49(5) 0.13(2) 
4687(37) 4.47(5) 0.13(2) 
5947(47) 3.65(8) 0.9(2) 
6798(71) 3.8(1) 0.6(2) 
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36C1 [32], we can identify the 36K levels at 1112.8(4) and 1619.0(2) keV as the 

analog states of the 1164.9 and 1601.1 keV levels in 36C1 [32], respectively, while clear 

correspondences cannot be deduced for the 1 + states at higher excitation energies in 36K. 
Additionally, we conclude that the first excited state in 36K at 800(15) keV, observed 

in 36Ar(3He,t)36K charge-exchange reactions [46], is the analog of the 788.4 keV 

level (J'~ = 3 +) in 36C1 [32]. Because the third excited 1 + state in 36C1 occurs at 
2676.4 keV [32] we can exclude a 1 + assignment for the 36K states at 1670(20) 

and 1890(20) keV [32]. These states lie near the proton threshold and could thus be 

important resonances in 35Ar(p,y) reactions under stellar conditions. The latter reaction 

is assumed to be part of  the break-out path of the S-Ar-CI cycle, which leads to the 

production of heavier elements [ 47,48 ]. 

3.3. Comparison with shell-model theory 

First we review the history of the effective hamiltonian in the sd shell. By the 

mid 1960's Kuo and Brown had calculated renormalized G-matrix elements for the sd 

shell [49,50]. One set of matrix elements was applicable to the A = 18 nuclei with two 
sd-shell particles outside of an 160 closed shell [50], and another set was applicable 

to the A = 38 nuclei with two sd-shell holes within a 4°Ca closed shell [51]. These 

G-matrix elements gave qualitative agreement with the experimental A = 18 and A = 38 

spectra. When the G-matrix was used to calculate the spectra for the sd-shell nuclei 

with more than two particles or holes, the agreement with the number of observed 
states was good, but the agreement with the actual energy spectra became worse as 

the number of particles or holes was increased. The calculated spectra for all these 

nuclei can be improved by allowing some of the 63 sd-shell two-body matrix elements 
to be parameters in a fit to the experimental energy levels. In general, some linear 

combinations of these 63 parameters are well determined by the experimental data 

whereas others are not. By 1977 Chung and Wildenthal [52] had found a "particle" 
interaction (CWP) for the lower sd shell by varying 30 linear combinations of the 

two-body matrix elements to fit 199 energy levels in the A = 18-24 mass region, and 
a "hole" interaction (CWH) for the upper sd shell by varying 20 linear combinations 
to fit 134 energy levels in the A = 32-39 mass region. The least-well-determined linear 

combinations of matrix elements were fixed at the G-matrix values - the "Sum" value 
from Table 7 of Ref. [50] and the "12.5p" value from Table I of Ref. [51] for the 

particle and hole systems, respectively. The CWP and CWH interactions work well at 
their respective ends of the sd shell, but when they are extrapolated into the middle 
(A = 25-31) they do not quite match and the agreement with experiment worsens [52]. 
It was soon found that a "universal" hamiltonian (the USD interaction [2] ) could be 

obtained by fitting all of the data simultaneously and by introducing a smooth mass 
dependence of A -°'3 into the matrix elements. The USD interaction was obtained by 
varying 47 best-determined linear combinations of parameters to fit 447 energy levels 
in the mass region A = 18-39. The 19 least-well-determined linear combinations were 
fixed to the A = 18 Kuo G-matrix [50]. The mass dependence is an approximate way 
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of taking into account the interpolation between the A = 18 and A = 38 G-matrix. 
The differences between the fitted two-body matrix elements and the original G-matrix 
are attributed to many-body effects not included in the G-matrix calculation, such as 
effective three-body interactions and low-lying core excitations from 160 and 4°Ca [2]. 

Even though the difference between the empirical matrix elements and G-matrix is not 
large, the effect of the difference builds up quickly with particle (or hole) number, and 
it is crucial to take into account the empirical adjustments to obtain agreement with 

spectroscopic data [2,52]. 
The GT fl decay and electromagnetic properties throughout the sd shell are well 

described by the USD interaction [1,2], as long as effective operators are used for 
the GT fl decay and electromagnetic operators. These effective operators arise from 
the non-sd shell components of the actual wave functions, and the empirical values 
which are needed to reproduce the experimental data are in qualitative agreement with 
microscopic calculations which take into account the core-polarization and mesonic 
exchange contributions [2]. In particular, it is observed that the experimental fl decay 
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strengths are uniformly reduced from the calculated value. The effective o-r operator 
which accounts for this "quenching" and which has the expected mass dependence has 
the form [ 1,2] (ignoring the small orbital and tensor contributions) 

(o'r)eff = (1 - 0 . 2 3  (A/28) 0'35) (o"r)free. 

This approximate effective operator gives a 40% reduction in the middle of the sd shell 
and a 45% reduction in the upper sd shell. The full effective GT operator from [ 1,2] 
leads to a 50% reduction in the GT /3 decay strength in the upper sd shell. The 
GT strength calculated with both interactions and the full effective GT operator is 
compared to the experimental data for 38Ca [40], 37Ca (this experiment) and 36Ca 

(this experiment) in Figs. 12-14. For the first state in 38Ca and the low-lying states 
up to 5 MeV in excitation energy (in the K daughter nuclei), the agreement between 
USD and experiment is excellent. At higher excitation energy the USD calculations 
are significantly smaller than the experiment - a comparison which led one of the 
earlier works on the 37Ca decay to question whether the GT strength was actually 
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quenched [8]. One can also compare the experimental results to those obtained with 
the CWH interaction - the agreement with the lowest states is somewhat worse, but the 
overall agreement is somewhat better, as pointed out in Ref. [53], due to a downward 
shift in the position of the main peak in the GT strength function. (Similar conclusions 
have also been made from a comparison of 33Ar fl-delayed proton data to predictions 
based on the USD and CWH hamiltonians [54] ). 

From the above discussion about the origin of the sd-shell hamiltonians, it is clear 
that both the CWH and USD interactions should be considered for the upper sd shell, 
and that the difference between the two indicates the "theoretical error" in due to the 
effective interactions. Indeed, the theory is consistent with the data within this theoretical 
error. To determine the origin of the quenching of GT strength it is crucial to have the 
experimental data for 37Ca and 36Ca "beyond the Q-value window" (where the data in 
Fig. 13 stop). This may be inferred from (p,n) reactions on the mirror N = 20 nuclei 
37C1 and 36S, respectively. Such experimental data for 3SCa (the points in Fig. 12 above 
5 MeV) inferred from the 38Ar(p,n) reaction data [40] give a total GT strength that is 
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consistent with the quenching expected from the effective GT operator. A quantitative 
extraction of the GT matrix elements from the (p,n) data must take into account the 
difference between the effective fl decay and (p,n) operators discussed in Section 3.1.3. 

The existing effective interactions were determined from low-lying energy levels; the 

part of the interaction that connects the d3/2 and d5/2 orbitals and which is responsible 
for the position of the GT resonance was not strongly constrained by experimental data 
(e.g. one of the least-well-determined linear combinations of parameters) and therefore 
relied largely on the G-matrix. The CWH interaction may be more appropriate for the 
upper sd shell, because its least-well-determined linear combinations of two-body matrix 
elements were replaced by the Kuo G-matrix elements calculated explicitly for the upper 
part (A = 38) of the sd shell. The USD interaction provides a better overall adjustment 
of the interaction for the entire sd shell as well as the low-lying states in the upper 
sd shell, but relies only on the Kuo-Brown A = 18 G-matrix for the undetermined 
linear combinations. The following suggestions for further improvement are clear from 
this discussion: (i) data on the position of the GT resonance should be included in 
determining the interaction and (ii) one should replace the least-well-determined linear 
combinations of two-body matrix elements by G-matrix elements that are interpolated 
between A = 18 and A = 38 (rather than fixed at the A = 18 values as they are for USD 

interaction). 

4. Summary and outlook 

Our 37Ca data have drastically reduced previous discrepancies between the fl decay 
and 37C1 (p,n)37At results; the inclusion of previously neglected strong/3T-contributions 
in the 37Ca decay significantly changes the low-energy B(GT) distribution. However, 

factor of two differences between fl decay and (p,n) GT strengths remain. There appears 
to be a significant isospin-forbidden Fermi component in the decay of 37Ca to the 
5016 keV state of 37K. It should be possible to clarify this effect in a high-resolution 
study of 37Ca tip decay. Such an experiment would make use of f l-v angular correlations 
which produce significantly different line shapes for Fermi and GT transitions in tip 
spectra [55]. The tr(37Cl) values found in this work agree with the values used in 
standard solar model calculations [44] and thus give no hints for a solution of the solar 
neutrino problem. In conclusion, we have shown that combining high-precision decay 
studies of the same nucleus at an ISOL mass separator and at a fragment separator 
facilitates possible precise and detailed study of nuclear decay far from the stability 

valley. 
Our 36Ca work gave a complete B(GT) distribution for the heaviest Tz = - 2  nucleus 

where such information is available. The term "complete" refers to the fact that both 
fl-delayed protons and T-rays were observed, that the normalization of the branching 
ratios was achieved by counting parent atoms as well as their decays, that high precision 
was obtained for the half-life, and that a reasonably sensitive upper limit was placed 
on unobserved B(GT)  strength up to 6.8 MeV. It would be very interesting to perform 
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a high-resolution measurement of the tip spectrum of the 36Ca decay with particular 

emphasis on the GT strength at high excitation energies. Last but not least, a study of 

the 36S(p,n)36Cl reaction would help to clarify the discrepancies between fl decay and 

the (p,n) reaction data. 

We have compared the experimental results to sd-shell calculations using an effective 

GT operator [ 1 ] and the CWH and USD hamiltonians. These give Gamow-Teller 

strength distributions that differ considerably at higher excitation energy due to an 

energy shift in the GT strength distribution. The experimental results generally lie in 

between the two calculations. To further improve the sd-shell hamiltonian, one will have 

to include data on the energy of these GT distributions and incorporate more realistic 

models of the least-well-determined combinations of parameters. 
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